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The fermalism of t}>,e 7^-matrix for the treiatment of interaction 
Lotwoen radiation and matter i,s extended to the problem of magnetic 
induction and pl\oton echoes. The cases of two and three pulses 
have })fien discussed. Some observations are made on the conneo- 
tion betwfien the echo sequences and the time relations among thif 
incident puJse)s. \
1. I n t r o d u c t io n
The dynamics of an atom can bo visualised as the motion ol' a vector r  determined 
by the wave function of a two-level sj^stein with (jigen states '^ P'b interacting 
with radiation (Feymiin et al 1957). For an assembly of atoms laboll(*d by 
j — 2 , tlu  ^ expectation value of the polarisatioxi p  is given by
< P o v >  S r j  l r v ( r ) a v ,
wlxoro y  — (pa \^-'i'Py)abi P the numbei of two-level systems and {r)a the average 
value of r  per system.
The phenomenon of pulse-like radiations in spoxrtanoous radiative processes 
called x>hoton echoes analogous to magnetic induction echoes observed by Hahn 
(1954) is eSiSentially emission from correlated states of the atoms of an assembly 
which momtmtarily is in a super-radiant state as was pointed out by Abella et al 
(1966). The Buperradiance originally discussed by Dicke (1954) corresponds 
however to the circumstances of free magnetic induction decay observed by 
HaJm (1954). The problem was discussed from a more general and systematic 
point of view by Vonkatesh & Roy (1971). Two radiation pulses are required 
for the production of a photon echo, the first to tip "the correlated moment 
along the (pseudo) static field to the plane transverse to the field, and the 
second to drive individual moments preoessing with random angular velooities 
in an inhomogeneous field back to the line where they are in step again after a 
definite interval of time.
The x)roblem considered here is the response of an assembly of similar atom 
to two and tlu’oe incident radiation pulses when the centre frequency of the
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radiation is equal to the transition frequency of tlj,e isolated pair of Bpeotral 
ItjveLs of the atom. The response is in the form of a soquouce of echo pulses 
bearing clefinito^  time-relations to each other within the relaxation time T^. The 
treatment is applicable unifoimly to magnetic induction and photon echoes.
2. T h e  P u l s e  Ma t r ix
Let us consider a rotating coordinate system S ' of which the 3'-axes coincides 
with the 3-axis of the fixed system S, the angular velocity of rotation being w, 
11j,o frequency of tlie incident radiatioix (VonkatesJx ifc Dixit 1970, 1971).
Tlie mati’ix representing a rotation of the quasimomont in due to the action 
of the radiation pulso is given by
cos 012-
T  -
^w ,
a sin 0j2
%W ^ W) .
(2)
cos (6^/2) -|— sill 0J2
where w*^  — w^—w\ Q — The pulso strength is given by
... (3)
l)cing the duration of the pulso. For the transition Am — 0 which wo shall 
consider hero for the sake of simplicity m'g == 0. Under the approximation
w \ — Sw ^  0.
Th(i radiation matrix is
( tu 
— S^l:
cos 6>/2 ~—iHinOI2
sin 012 COB 0(2 ) .
(4)
(5)
Eq. (4) reflects a physical condition, namely the slight inliomogoneity of the 
field. The field inlxomogoneity determines the relaxation time Tg by the relation
“  Aw ’ (6)
whore Aiv is the spread of the transition frequencies, and determines the time 
scale for the occurrence of a coherent set of echoes. I t  plays the decisive role 
in the production of echoes.
The preoesflional matrix representing the free rotation of the vector r  about 
the 3-axis is given by
exp (i^i/2 0
0 exp(—i0/2)
T , =  ^ ) (7)
whrare
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^ =  w'J> =  Sw.t* (8)
The whole effect of field inhomogeneity is contained in this matrix. Note 
At < < t.  The matrix which may be called the pulse matrix for the 
A:th pulse irradiating an assembly of atoms is given by the unitary matrix
'T(k) =
exp(i(f>jcl2) sin Ojc oxp(i^ ijfc/2) 
2
—i sin^exp(—'i^ fc/2) cos |^exp(— 0^^/2)
... (9)
(pjc is the angle traced by the precessing quasi-moment of an individual i^tom in 
the 1-2  plane after the fcth pulse is applied at the instant tjc \
<f>lc — dkv(t tjc)’ ..\ (10)
The final state of a single atom irradiated by a sequence of pulses is obtained from 
the transformation of the initial state of the system by the product matrix T. 
Lot us transform the reduced density matrix ^ ~  2/0 — 1 :
T/i(0)T == T^N)T^N-i) ... ^ ( 1 1 ®)
or
_  / ^ . . r . A / 1  0W T „ T . . N / , .
\  Taj /  \  ^ 1 /  \  ^21 ^22 / \  *'l +  *»’2 3^ /
The unitary matrices Ti** and the product matrix T  have the general structure
A  B '
- B  I
A ^ I i + B k B k  =  1-, A A + B B  =  1 ... (12J)
ycfc) = . (  ^ * V  r =  (  t  " ) .
\  —fl/c Aje /  \  — A  )
(\2a)
wheie
Thus r ,^ and and hence the relevant physical quantities are obtained directly 
by the elements of the product matrix, and
rx— i r ^ =  - 2 T h(Ti2 =  —2-45 
3. T wo a n d  T h r e e  E a d ia t io n  Pulses
(13)
(W
The special cases of two and three pulses can be treated simply by using 
the unitary property of T  in eq. (12) although the case of four pulses already 
involves very hea*vy work by this method.
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We have from eqs. (9) and (12)
Aic-^ie — ^*)> win On,
BnBn =  ^(1—cos On), AnBn =  sin On,
An-ik—BkBn =  cos On, AnBn—AkBk =  —i sin On-
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(I5 a )
Also,
A k ^  =  A k A k  exp =  i( l+ c o 8 Ok) exp {i<Pk), 
B k ^  =  — B k S k  exp (i<^k) =  4(1—006 Ok) exp {itpn), 
A k B k  =  A k B k  exp { i ^ k )  =  — sin On oxp (*{6*), 
A k * — B k ^  =  exp (*<4s). (166)
From oq. (13) we have for two incident pulses with a time interv,al of r  secs.
exp t(^2—*^ 1)
+ J2'B2(^ i-^i - jB A )  exp [i^ )^ )]. (16)
From oq. (1) tho polari^aiion of tho aBsembly is obtained by taking tho appro- 
pri«ito distribution function for the random variable Sw and integrating over the 
widtli l^w. Note (l>^ =  Sw.h- Lot up take the Gaussian distribution function
■P(M =  exp [-^((IwJ’a)®]. (17)
TJie average polarisation per atom is then given by integrating the expression (16) 
over 8w (or (}>)
4 (^1—ir*2)av =  J (T y-ir^ P (8w )dS f^ .
AU>
The solo contribution to the echo amplitude is made by the middle term of oq. (16) 
after integration
where
=  i ( l —oos ^a) sin dji{2f). (18)
(19)h(t*) =  A(Aw;, f, V)  == exp
Note when 2t, the intensity is maximum corresponding to an echo.
The total polarisation is found by multiplying eq. (18) by the total number of 
two-level systems p  in the assembly so that the internsity of the emitted radiation 
determined by \yp(r^av i® proportional to jp®.
For three pulses incident at time 0, r  and T
(20)
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on expansion
Ur^—ir^) = —AB  =  oxp (i<j>^)
-{-‘iAaB^A^^AiB^ &si]}i{<l)^ —(j)^))+2AsB^AJBiAiBj oxp {i(4>i+^i)) 
-\-A^AiA«Bi{BiBi—A^A^) oxp >'(¥53+^2))+
+B^B^A^B^{AyA^—BJi{) exp 
-^rA^A^BJi^Afii exp {i(^^A-<Pi-<l>i))-\- 
^-BJ^s^^AiB^Ai exp (i(<^n~^2—<l>i))—
—B^B^B^B^AiBj exp (i(4>3~ ^ 2+(f>j))—
" - ^ s - ^ a ^ j i l j ^ i^ ie x p  (— i( ^ 3 + ^ 2 + 0 i) ) .  . . .  (21)
Integration over after subBtitution from eq, (15) loads to the expression for 
(^ 2)av 9,nd hence to the expectation value of polarisation (1) :
{
{r^)av -  i ( l - c o s  ^?3)(l+oos e.) sin eji(2T)
+1(1 — cos 0.^ ) sin 6^2 cos 0-Ji{%T—t)
—J ( l—cos 03)(1—cos 0 ^(2 T —2t) \
+ 1 sin 0^  sin 0,^  sin 0^{T-\-r)
+  J(l+ cos ^^ 3)(1-—cos 0^ sill 0-Ji{2r), ... (22)
With time the successive terms of eq. (22) became dominant ^vhen the condition 
t =  // in oq. (19) is satisfied. Tliese largo traaLSient polarisations give rise to tlu) 
soquoiico of echoes. In the following table the echoes ai o labelled and the tiuKj 
of tho ochoos are indicated.
: 2 t 
A ,: 2 T  
G , : T + r
PZ -T
B , : 2 T ^ t
p , : T
Pi :0
tta : 2 T - 1 t { T  >  2 t )
V  : T - r .
There are thus fivo echo pulses appearing at the time 2T, 2 T — t , 2 T —2 t , T —t , 
2r. Pii 'P2,p^ denote the incident pulses. The echo is a secondary (condi­
tional) echo and 0:3* docs not occur at all (soo tho following section 4).
4. Echo Sequences
Two sets of echoes can be distinguished. The Primary echoes imply no 
conditions on time other than the given conditions^
T  >  T >  0 . (23)
In addition there arc secondary echoes which imply conditions on the times of 
the incident pulses for their occurrence. Eor example there is one secondarj^ 
echo in tlic case of three incident pukes, namely that occurring at 2T —2r for 
this should satisfy
2 r - 2 r > r  or T > 2 r .  . . .  (24)
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TliP condition expresses the causal principle that an echo can occur at 2T—2
{iflnr the third incident pulse has interacted with the Hystom at T,
In any observed system of echoes distinct sequences of echoes can be identi­
fied. The special time relations (apart from eq. (23)) determine not- only the 
ooourronce of Secondary echoes but also the matching of the S(*>quoncos or inter- 
])o,'^ ition of one soquonco into another. For instance if all the. possil)le echoes 
were to appear condition (24) must bo satisfied and the longest sequences could 
l)(i formed witli further conditions.
2T >  2 T - t >  2 r - 2 r  >  T-\~t >  2t , if T >  3t
2T >  2 T — t  >  T + t  >  2 T - 2 t  >  2t , if 2r <  T <  3r
TJie sequences are
A q J5g A 2 }
A^ -Sg (7g ttg A^ j
if T >  3r 
if 2t <  T <  3t
5. S u m m a b y  a n d  D is o u s s in n
The method of treatiirg t]),(i problem of interaction of radiation with matter 
with the help of the rotation matrix eq. (9) previously developed for dealing 
with problems of emission from correlated states and from maser-like devices 
is Jmwc extended to the problem of photon and magnetic induction (ichoos. The 
dependence of the number and st'cpiencc of echoes on the time r^dations lias also 
heen pointed out. This additional feature becomes extremely interesting from 
the point of view of aiiplicctions (e.g., codci, holophony) if one could deal with a 
huge number of incident pulses. The direct use of the unitary property of T  
in th(i way wo have shown ]\ero would however bo powerless to deal with the 
general problem but the rotation matrix provides the one elegant method of 
d(5aling with it.
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